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There are few method books truly dedicated to the beginning bassoonist. bsnMethod combines
a modern pedagogical philosophy with sound instructional materials taken from the canon of
great Western musical works, in a beginning method for bassoon or tenoroon.



       Pages 4 - 75 are not included in this sample.
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Kerry A Haberkern, “I cannot recommend enough. I call this book "add water bassoon. I cannot
recommend enough. I call this book "add water bassoon." I have used this book to teach college
music education students and beginners. It is especially good for students who have been
playing for a while, but are new to lessons. It gets them back on track and using good fingerings
quickly. The college students who I taught using this book appreciated how quickly it moves and
that it can be used a resource for their own teaching. The fingering chard it one of the best I have
seen for beginners. It has some roots in Suzuki, if you are familiar with that philosophy. *For
bassoon players: it teaches venting.”

dsing lazers, “great introductory bassoon manual. highly recommend. This introduction to
bassoon has been a real blast, I value it's simple yet effective teaching exercises - makes it fun
and exciting to learn this dynamic instrument. The one thing that could be better is if it were
colored, I think it would make it more fun for my kids - we are learning together!Thanks for this
easy but challenging start to becoming a bassoonist. :)”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 3 people have provided feedback.
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